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Adeiphians Hold Final
Tryouts Plan Trip

Seven Members
Increase C P S
Teaching Staff

Final tryouts for the Adeiphian
chorus will be held today and tomorrow at noon in the Music Con15 Per Cent of Student Body servatory as announced by Prof. Addition of Two Full and Five
Betters 2.20 Average for
John Paul Bennett. Because more
Part-Time Instructors
Spring Term
voices can be placed, it is hoped
Made
that a large number will turn out.
With an increase of 11 over last
The trip taken annually by the soSeven instructors full-time and
year, the spring honor roll contain- ciety.. throughout Eastern Washing- five part - time are the latest addied 78 students, seven of whom reton and Idaho is again being plan- tions to the faculty of the College
ceived straight "A's" for an average ned for early spring.
of Puget Sound. One is a replaceof 3.00.
ment in the staff of the ConservaTo be eligible for the honor roll a
tory of Music and the other is an
student must earn a point average
addition to the Art department. The
of 2.20 or better, one point being
five part - time instructors take up
given for each hour of C, two points
their work in chemistry, home ecofor each hour of B and three points
nomics , business administration, soClass of '37 Suffers Second ciology and mathematics departfor each hour of A.
Defeat, 435-243
ments.
The complete list including apRoland R. Truitt comes with a deproximately 15% of the present stuFreshmen conquered the sopho- gree of bachelor of music from Illident body, arranged according to
mores by a 435 to 243 score in the nois Wesleyan to be assistant propoint average, follows:
traditional bag rush on the athletic fessor of band at the Conservatory
Averfield in chapel period Thursday. This of Music. Mr. Truitt following gradHrs.
age
is the second defeat that the class uation was head to the band departLoretta J. Altman
16
3.00
of
'37 has suffered.
ment at the Nebraska State Normal
Lora Bryning
.. 16
3,00
First Half Close
and at present comes from Albany,
Hardyn Soule ..... 14
3.00
Though the score suggests a one- New York. He takes the place VaCharles Gibbons ..................13
3.00
sided victory, heavy scoring was not cated by his brother Homer M. TruWilton Vincent ....................13
3.00
made until the second period of the itt.
Maurice Webster ................13
3.00
14-minute tussle. Scoring in the
John Schlarb Jr . ................ 12
3.00
New Art Instructor
first half was measured only in the
Margaret E. G. Johnson .12
2.92
Melvin 0. Kohier graduate of the
number of feet that the freshmen
Emil, Berger ..........................14
2.91
13W fine arts school is acting head
had moved toward the goal.
Geneva Kenway ..................16
2.88
of the department at CPS now takIn the second period the six-man
Lois Twaddle ........................16
2.88
ing over the work 'f Mrs. Ida Cochfrosh team returned to pile up a
Ivan Humphreys ................16
2.81
ran who, on account of her recent
heavy lead, when Don Roberts and
Robert Becker ....................15
2.80
illness, is able to conduct only one
Jack Ricker carried their bag across
Dorothy Snowden ..............15
2.80
class.
the goal in one minute. Don Walker
Gretchen Hoyt ....................14
2.79
Dr. Frank R. Maddison, Tacoma
teamed with Bill Donaldsen later
Katherine Mann ................14
2.79
physician, is teaching organic chemadded two more goals. Harwood
Lucy Spencer .......................16
2.78
istry part-time while doing research
Bannister and Bob Vandenberg made
(erald Freeman ..................17
2.77
work. Mrs. Bell Leonard, graduate
the lone sophomore goal.
i3b Carlisle ............................16
2.75
siudeni, is iru'tructr in
List Freshmen Team
ciwster Jablonski ..............16
2,75
the Home Econoin/.es department,
The members of the winning team
(Continued on Page 2)
assisting Miss Blanche W. Stevens.
were Fred Hamisch, Bruce Hetrick,
B. A. Department Has Assistant
Clarence Keating, Clarence MykLloyd Dyment, B. A. CPS, is assistland, Francis Peacock, Charles Fishing in the Business Administration
ci, George Duncan, Don Roberts,
department and doing research work
Jack Ricker, Roy Wonders, Frank
for a master 's degree in that deBell, Don Walker, Bill Donaldson
partment. John Schla•rb Jr. is studyCollege Executives Meet in and William Chishoim.
ing for the master's degree and is asPortland
The sophomore participants were
sisting in the Sociology department.
Dick Rich, Carl Kiemme, Dan HewDr. Edward H. Todd presided at itt, Don McElroy. John Hazen, Jack A. R. Haynes is teaching mechanithe Saturday morning session of Burns, Douglas Shurtleff, Harwood cal drawing classes.
the joint conference of college exeBannister, Robert Vandenburg, Wilcutives from Oregon and Washing- ham Rave, Bill McMahon, Garry
ton held Friday and Saturday at Lewis and Bud Kimball.
Portland, Oregon. Other members
Officials in the contest were:
of the CPS faculty who attended Charles A. Robbins. timekeeper
were Bursar Charles A. Robbins,
Darrell Thomas, scorekeeper ; ArthPreston Wright, '28, has been addDr. Raymond S. Seward, Prof. Frank ur Linn, Cliff Piercey, Claude
G. Williston, Dr. John D. Regester, Steeves, Mark Whitman, Judy Day- ed this year to the CPS staff as director of publicity. This new deRegistrar Christian Miller, Prof. A. idson and Bob Carlisle. referees.
partment handles all publicity conR. Frederick and the Rev, John S.
The freshmen also claim victory
cerning the College. Mr. Wright
Bell, field secretary. Mrs. Todd also
in the Wednesday night scrape by
also has been appointed executive
accompanied the group.
reason of capturing the sophomores'
secretary
of the college Alumni asThe conference opened Friday picked bag rush team that had gone
sociation.
His headquarters are in
evening with a dinner at which Dr. into seclusion at Sunrise beach,
Dexter M. Keezer, the new president handcuffing some and hauling 0th- the office of the field secretary. the
of Reed college, spoke on "The ers to the vicinity of Horseshoe Rev. J. S. Bell.
At CPS Mr. Wright was editor of
Recovery Program and the Inde- Lake in Kitsap county. Sophomores
the
Tamanawas for 1927 and was
pendent College." This was follow- were reported to have kept a rendeza member of the Trail staff, filling
ed by the chief address of the even- vous on the Narrows for, those freshthe position of editor for some
ing, "The Private College and the men that were captured.
months.
In his senior year he was
New Day." given by Dr. Robert L.
athletic
manager.
For over three
Kelly. Saturday's sessions included
years Mr. Wright was editor and
two talks by Dr. Kelly, one by Dr.
owner of the paper at Coopeville,
Keezer, and round-table discussions.
Al Winterhouse was appointed Washington. He was co-publisher
chairman of the Homecoming activ- of the Kent Valley News for a year
ities by Arthur Linn at the first and a half before taking his present
meeting of Central Board last Mon- position at CPS.
While at Puget Sound he was afday. Linn also announced at the
filiated
with Sigma Mu Chi frameeting
that
there
were
to
be
no
New hours for the Registrar and
ternity.
Bursar offices have been announced reduced car fares to CPS students.
The business manager of the Tato take effect beginning October 1,
1934. They will be open from 9:30 manawas. ASCPS elective office, rea. m. to 12:15 p. m. and from 2 p. mains unfilled as Arnold Leuenm. to 4:30 p. m. week days. Satur- berger has not yet enrolled. The
Beginning today all chapel proday hours are to be 9 a. m. to 12 position will be taken by an appoin- grams held during the regular petee of the publications committee.
noon.
nod on Monday, Wednesday and
Necessity for uninterrupted time
Friday will be planned by Dr. Arthduring which detail business may
ur L. Frederick, Prof. Walter A.
An informal discussion on "Eng- Eichinger and a committee of stube handled by these departments has
been given as the reason for the lish Customs" was lead by Miss dents including Arthur Linn, Maurchange. It has been requested by Linda Van Norden at the regular me Henderson, Thelma Melsnes,
Bursar Charles A. Robbins that all meeting of the Bar association. Fri- Herbert Edwards and Kenneth Powstudents cooperate in this matter. day, September 28.
ers.

Frosh Victorious
In Annual Fracas

Dr. Todd PresideM
At Joint Conference

Preston Wright
Publicity Head

Winterhouse Chairman

Registrar and Bursar
To Have New Hours

Plan Chapel Programs

Leads Discussioii
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Librarian Announces
Chalige in Schedule
Library Hours

Monday and Tuesday, 8 a. m.

to 9:15 p. m.
Wednesday-Friday, 8 a. m. to 5
p. M.
Saturday, 8 a. m. to 12 a. m.

237 Freshmen
Enroll; Wonders
New President

53 Are Honor Students; Records Show Strong
Activity Record

Warren Perry, librarian, recently
Topping Freshman week with the
announced his new policy of keepelections of class officers, the Freshing the library open from 8 a. m.
man class, with an enrolment of 237,
to 9:15 p. m. each Monday and
has now taken its place as part of
Tuesday.
the Associated student body. Roy
This plan eliminates the former Wonders, of Tacoma, was elected
interval between 6 and 7 p. m. of president; Thomas Allen, of Olymthose evenings.
pia, vice president; Jane Anderson,
of Lougview, secretary ; Ray Dexter,
of Toledo, treasurer ; and Mel Miller,
of Tacoma, sergeant-at-arms.

Trail Announces
Fall Organization
Tentative Positions Evident
In Fall Organization

With 45 students attending the
initial meeting of the Trail staff a
week ago today, tentative positions
were assigned and preliminary work
begun for the fall organization.
Four sophomores form the nucleus
about which the bulk of the staff
will be built, although some changes,
will be made. At present Phyllis
Swanson, copy editor, Maurine Henderson, society editor and Jack Leik,
sports editor comprise the editorial
lineup. while Bill Adams is advertising manager.
Other returning staff members indude Margaret Boen, Bob Brandt,
Jack Burns, Bob Burrill, Carl Faulk,
Maxine Harti, Marjorie Ranck and
Lois Twaddle.
Composing the list of new candidates are Jack Bivens, Maudie Bos. well, Judy Brush, Marjorie Church,
Dorothy Daniel, Ruth DeSpain,
Herman Estes, Jo Ann Grant, Dor othy Gross, Clarence Hagen, Sheila
Humber, Valen Honeywell, Kenneth
Hore. Janet Jennings, Clarence
Johnson, Clarence Keating, La.Rae
Kellison. Betty Kuhl, Ruth Leo,
Louis Magrini, Lee Savidge, Katherine Saunders, Margaret Sines,
Muriel Strandburg, Helen Staiwick,
Sally Spencer, Evelyn Swanson,
Katherine Thomas, Gladys Welty
and Marion Winge for the editorial
staff. Marc Miller, Don Maynes
and Scott Heuston are new advertising solicitors.
,

Name Dayton Fin nigmi
To Lead CPS Rooters
Dayton Finnigan, fiery-topped
junior, has been appointed to lead
CPS rooters through their yells at
all athletic contests. Dayton has
had former experience in that line
as one of the dukes in '33 and '34.
"King" Finnigan will be ably assisted by two dukes, Scotty Gor1on and Ward Gilmore. Scotty.
as his name implies, is a bonny lad
from Scotland. While it is impossible to guarantee that he'll wear
the traditional kilties, there is no
doubt of the fact that he will put
all the enthusiasm of the Highlands
in his yells.
Ward Gilmore, not to be outdone
by his two colleagues, plays in the
band between yells. He demonstrated this rare ability during chapel
last Friday, proving that it is not
always impossible to do two things
and do them well at the same time.

INR Plans Programs
To inaugurate plans for one of the
largest programs it has ever attempted, the International Relations

club held Its first executive cornmittee meeting Tuesday morning,
with Foster Teevan presiding.

53 Honor Students
The Freshman class enters with
a formidable record of prep school
scholarship and activities, 53 of the
group having been honor students.
Among this group are five valedictorians and six salutatorians.
Nine of the entering students were
student body presidents of their
high schools and 13 were student
body officers. Class presidents
number four, and seven were presidents of various clubs. At their respective high school graduation exercises two won special honors or
were cup winners and one was winncr of a Richard Graff memorial.
Twelve men were chosen members
of Hi-Y during their high school
years.

Athletics, Journalism Popular
Athletics proved to be the most
popular activity with 81 participating in major athletics, including 44
football men. Journalism, the second most popular activity, trails
with 37, including five editors of
high school papers. Other activities to attract the Freshmen have
been dramatics, with 31 partIcipants;
glee clubs, with 23; and debate.

Doctor Todd Attemids
1%linisters'

Conference

With view of discussing matters
of interest, which were related to
the College of Puget Sound, Dr.
Edward H. Todd attended a conference of Methodist ministers from
he neighboring districts of Puget
Sound last Thursday. The meetng was held at Avon. Washington,
small town west of Mt. Vernon.
In the address which Dr. Todd
Dresented before the assembly he
Lnnounced that CPS has been placed
)n the approved list of American
iniversities and mentioned the let;ers of recognition from Europe and
t.sia which he has received as a re;ult of this. "The College." stated
Dr. Todd, "is now fulfilling the
)rophecy and hope on which it was
ounded and should become praised
throughout the land."
Dr. Todd reported upon return.ng Friday, that CPS has the apDroval and good feeling of all mem)Crs of the conference.

Library Increased by

1000 New Books
With 1000 new books ordered, the
DPS library expects another year
)f increased circulation according
to Warren L. Perry, librarian. The
circulation during 1933-34 increased
15 percent.
Rapid growth of the library for
the last three years made necessary
the building of new shelves for 4000
idditional volumes, and another
Deriodical storeroom, the latter ocupying a part of Dr. Samuel Weir's
ffice. which has been subdivided.
rhe library now contains 17,600
ound volumes.
,
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Published Weekly
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Printed by Johnson-Cox Company, 726 Pacific Ave.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office at
Tacoma, Washington, under the Att of Congress of
March 3, 1879.
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EDITORIAL STAFF
Franklin Castillo
Editor in Chief Jack Leik
Sports Editor
Maurine Henderson
Society Editor Copy Editor Phyllis Swanson
J. R. Roberts
Faculty Adviser
-

Assistants
Jack Bivens '38, Margaret Boen '37, Maudie Boswell
'38, Bob Brandt '36, Judy Brush '38, Jack Burns '36,
Bob Burrill '35, Marjorie Church '38, Ruth DeSpain
36, Herman Estes '37. Carl Faulk '36, Jo Ann Grant
Dorothy Gross '38, Clarence Hagen '38, Maxine
Hartl '37, Valen Honeywell '38, Kenneth Hore '38,
Sheila Humber '37, Janet Jennings '38, Clarence Johnson '38, Clarence Keating '38, LaRae Kellison '38, Betty
Kuhi '38, Ruth Leo '38, Louis Magrmi '37, Marjorie
Ranck '37, Katherine Saunders '38, Lee Savidge '38,
Margaret Sines '38, Helen Staiwick '38, Sally Spencer
Muriel Strandberg '38, Evelyn Swanson '38, Katherine Thomas '38, Lois Twaddle '35, Gladys Welty '38,
Marion Winge '37.

Camoo
Pus
Sod

The gentleman in the Hombei'g hat that you
see approaching is none other than Professor
Roland Truitt who, no doubt, will presently ask you
if you can play a B-flat Swynet and will you join the
band, please.
Behold, the ardent freshman
Makes his debut in college;
Exerting all his energy
To grasp the flame of knowledge.
This burning torch won't hurt him
For very soon he'll learn
He stands in perfect safety
For he's too green to burn.
Doug Bohn returns from Vancouver, B. C. with a
thrilling tale about girls who say "don't get rough."
Paul Anderson, column aspirant, offers 2
Swedish
rubles per gross for old magazine joke pages.

Many a firefly goes home all lit up nowdays.
Jordie Duncan figures the best percentage in a class
fight is to lay a wrench alongside an opponent's ear.
This saves time, tussling and argument in putting
the prisoner in bonds.

Inquire amiably at the bookstore for ski wax and
if you catch a book on the noggin don't say we didn't
warn you.

We promistd to withhold the name but the incident
is
too good to keep. A reporter went to Dr. Todd's
Business Manager
Nicholas Zittel
office
for a story but learned he was out of town
Advertising Manager
William Adams
raising $100,600 for the College. She returned with
Assistants
the alibi that there was no news. Take warning,
Dorothy Daniel '38, Scott Huston '38, Don Maynes Trail staff.
'38, Marc Miller '38.
Alyce Wilson could make a very loud noise in this
school with her dynamic personality. Dottie Belle
President's 1 934-35 Welcome
Harris returns from Longview with a nice prospect
It is a )l'ivi1ege and pleaSLire to say a few in Jane Anderson. Speaking of Dottie reminds us
voids of \VC1COIUC to the Sttl(IeIItS at the he- that Bob Kemp still seems to be the candy kid in this
giuhlilig of I 93-1-35. May this be the most hustle.

BUSINESS STAFF

successful year of \'our lives.
1)0 you ask what I iiieaii by success ? It
is not getting Nvealth, nor position. 111)1' pO\V('I'
11()V Fe%)Utatiott, only as these are C()1ICO14 Itants of l'illiiig your place in society. Success
may COHIC (1t1il\'. One (foes not 11ee(f to wait
for the year to efl(l. One \VIl() tills Ii is place
to the l'tiIl nonient by lfl()IIifl I is sticcessttll.
So this experience is a continuous, expandjug Ofle. As the place ciiiges so lilhist you
clinge. New st tidies will he taken up or old
OneS 1)Ui'stlt'(t f'ut-tliet-. \Vhiclie'vei- I I may
IW, lill time l)lace of a college stLl(lelmt. \Ve
shall all rejoice V.'itII You as you fill time CUj)
to time full.
Larger tasks avait time one \vho l)ertornms
'elI the tasks of today. (PS bids you welconic to time Of)f)Olttllmities it OtfCFs to hecome si u(l('nts and i)igLer and better Illell
and \\'()IiieIi. Ant icipating a l)lcasalmt, cool)( l'ati\'e year of m.reat progress, I welcome
y()Ll.
-- -ED\VAII1) II. T()I)I), I resident.

"Stooge" Harrigan comes up with a book containing 37 names, numbers and addresses of feminine pulchritude. Just in case he's stuck some time, don't
you know. • *—.--

Going Places and Doing Things

.JACK IIICKER rolling up his i)reeks for
im I ui-c k nec ac t i on i ii t he hag rtish—Rare tal('lits ( . (Jflflflg to light in Fi'esimnian st tints,
Nvith EVELYN S\VANSON'S aI)ilit's' to elope
011 a saw IH)rse - and IVAN USHER'S un(Ieri)illni ngs I)eneatii a ctlttl'¼Va\' coat -not to
1)lelItiOli 'I'( )\l LLi AN'S (liai)olicai laugiiter
-- os. SCOi'l' H t'S'I'ON'S \\'izai'(lI'v on the
IJIg black f)ial)0—\lAFt.JOHIE lc(ilLVHE\'
t)iliing a iie' \\'()i(I for imet- classiimates,
"sPlmolm1I.oli'"- -Ferries sh ultling Et'NICFI
RNES( )N sinoothly to scIa)ol fi'oin Gig
1lari)01 evei'v (lay (hut Nvait for the nor'easters, Inc imeartv ! ) AILEEN 1 t011S, press
agent for time conservatory, calling for 40
ill ixe(l VOiceS - -\Ve \\'Olt(ler how one "um ixes"
tiielii-1lm(l it titt' tl'elmH)l() effect coiiIes front
sitakiiig a \'Oice too long ? At the skating
First Things First
S('s'eI'tll coupies going aroun(l and
l)aIty
In his welcoiiiing nìessage to time F'resh(lowiltogether but I\IAURITA Si lANK
iiiau class Ii-timtir Lion, i)resi(IeIit of the Associate(l Students, stresses a f)oint w'hich ilmaimaging to keep a imattv white outfit unIllellii)ers of the tIll'ee other classes w'ill do ill ac ulate.
'ell to IIOtC. \\im jie placing elIm1)hasis on
i)uttillg "first things first"--vhicIm ohviousi'
Faculty Lists "Do's, Don'ts"
immeans i)tmttilmg scimoiarsluil) first - Liun
strongly recoliinlelm(Is I)alticil)at ion in (sxtrI_
By Lowe Magrini
ctlrl'ictllar activi ties in order that time student
When in Rome do as Romans do, and when at the
lila), lia\'(' a vell-i)alance(l college progran College of Puget Sound, do as you please. But, you
all(1 also that time stu(Ielmt may i)ettcr enjoy will be better pleased if you will heed the three memand 11)i)1cciate his college years.
bers of the faculty who present some "do's and don'ts"
of COEIl'se, each StIl(Ielit owes it to Iiiniself for new students.
to get the most he can froimm his college, but
Dean Lyle Ford Drushel advises the women to take
each old stildent O\Ves it not only to hifllSel!, advantage of the open house the sororities are haybut also to those imien and women \vim() are ing Wednesday afternoons, from 1 to 4 o'clock;
new in College. '!'Ile ol(lCl' and W'isei' Imeads to be friendly and to meet people half way but not
aImH)flg the fratem - nity and sorority nlenhi)ers to be artificial in manner; not to show undue interest
'i11 agree that time stafl(1a1(I (ml their I)Ie(Ige in any one sorority at first. General invitations to
groups is cveimtually (leterlu i imed hv the act- sorority teas should be acknowledged by Wednesday
ions of time older Inelmil)eI's within the or- of each week.
gaimization. Since the timeoi-v voi'ks in
Dean Raymond G. Drewry informs students not to
practice Nvith fra Let-mi i ties and soirj I ies, it wear high school athletic letters, emblems or pins;
'ii1 vork the saiime in the College itself.
not to smoke on the campus; not to be too boisterous,
"Begin now," says Lion in his Fresiminaim for as soon as a student becomes too spectacular he
Imlessage, t() put 'first things first' by apply- will find himself no longer one of the crowd.
Prof. Charles T. Battin urges freshmen not to take
jug your tiimme and energy to scholastic purthemselves
too seriously and not to use all of their enstlitS. Iiovever, in so doing do not fail to
take a(lvantage of the opportunity of iar- titled class cuts at the very beginning.
He advises all students to have a sense of humor,
IicipatiLmg in ()utsi(ie activities." 'limat is a
when
they receive a poor grade and not to blame the
tine timought, in(lee(l, but it is for the older
st tl(leflts, esj)('Cali\' I hose \vlm() have i)I'(''i()tlSl Y teacher but laugh it off, resolving to do better next
le(l an uImI)aianced college life, to be first to time. He urges the students to start out right, because
the beginning establishes their reputations.
foilow that advice.
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75 Year 01(1 Journal
of Former Steilacooin
Territory Is Displayed
"Rich gold fields found on Frazier's and Thompson's rivers. Miners
making from $8 to $50 per day. The
Indians friendly." I looked up from
the yellow, weathered headlines of
the Puget Sound Herald printed
March 12, 1858, at Steilacoom, Washington Territory, into the round
smiling face of W. P. Bonney, secretary of the Washington State Historical society, and then at the fresh
green leaves of a plant in the window that looked strangely out of
place in a museum.
Throw Press in Bay
"The two men got into a quarrel.
One took part of the press and
threw it into the bay." Mr. Bonney
went on relating anecdotes about
the men who printed the first
Washington papers. Those western
pournalists must have been a quicktempered lot, for newspapers were
not considered interesting unless
they were lambasting someone. Here
is a quotaton from the pages of the
Herald:
"The advice volunteered by our
contemporary (referring to the Pioneer and Democrat of Olympia( relative to the "Yusef" article is entirely gratuitous and in bad taste.
We take ourselves to be the best
judges of what should or should not
appear in the columns of our own
journal, and can very well dispense
with the advice of our neighbors."
Editors Go Gunning

"These editorial battles often led
to others on the field of honor,
where the number of editors killed
in the West was greater than that
in the East, because the westerners
shot straighter," James Melvin Lee
tells us in his "History of American
Journalism."
The Puget Sound Herald offers a
striking contrast to our newspapers
of today. The entire front page was
taken up with editorials, a fiction
story or two and a Poem. On the
last page, poked away among the
advertisements, it was possible to
ferret Out a few news items. The
discovery of gold which was drawing
people to the West coast by the
thousands was reported haphazardly
on the last page and this news item
alone made a single copy of the
paper occasionally sell from $5 to
$10 in San Francisco. An excerpt
from the description of a theater
fire ambles on in this manner:
Spectators Like Buffaloes
"The spectators, like a herd of
buffaloes, like a panic-stricken
army, like passengers from a sinking ship, like a flock of sheep before
wolves, losing all but the thought
of getting out.
The gamblers at the scene of the
gold rush at Bellingham Bay were
styled as follows:
"The gamblers, those vultures who
ever hover about when there is a
carcass to prey upon, are there."
Quite an ornate style—and in a
news-story!

Seven Straight A
Students Top 78
on Honor Roll
15 Per Cent of Student Body
Betters 2.20 Average for
Spring Term
(Continued from Page 1)

Ruth Barter .......................... 12
Bernice M. Hansen .............. 16
Mary Jane Greiwe ............ 12
Larry Penberthy ................ 16ii
.
12''2
Gladys Neff ...
Mary Ann Caughran ........ 16%
Helen Roberts ...................... 15
Dorothy Ann Simpson ......15
Harold Tollefson ................ 14
Ellen Hagberg ..................... 16
Malcolm Dick ........................ 15
Olive Whorley .................... 15
14
.
Jane Bickle
Ralph Pettit ........................ 14
Harriet Rosenzweig ............ 15
Maurine Henderson .......... 16
Robert Eccles ........................ 18
Elza Dahlgren .................... 16
Jennie Rough ...................... 14
Buena Mans ........................ 12
Dorothy Foxwell .................. 16
Edythe Harlow .................... 11
Isabelle Hudson .................. 16
Elizabeth Stewart .............. 16
L.orain Arthur ...................... 14
Martin Nelson ...................... 17
Ruth Day ............................. 15
15
Marjorie Ranck ... .
Marguerite McMaster ........ 16
Walter Brown ........................ 14
John Hazen ............................ 17
Genevieve Grimes ................ 15
Nina Ball ................................ 15
.
15
Ida Marge Larson
Gertrude Dav is .................... 15
Arthur Harkonen ................ 15
John Lea ................................ 16
16
Dick Link Jr
Poster Teevan ...................... 16
Leon Wheeler ...................... 16
Jack Leik ................................ l6 1
blary-Elizabeth Tuck ........ 17
Kathryn St. Clair ................ 14
E'rank Heuston .................... 15
Fred Stockbridge ................ 15
vIiles Post ............................ 16
Bernard Shallit .................... 8
Richard D. Smith ................ 17
Vera Kirby ............................ 16
Pnn Margaret Strobel ........ 13
Phyllis Swanson .................. 15
'lildred Schaad .................... 15
Elerbert Edwards .................. 14
lizabeth Gellermann ........ 14
Dorothy Padfield ................ 14
gdmund Swan .................... 14
'loramae Davis .................... 15
John W. Soha ........................ 15
................

.....

......

......................

................

......

.

.......

........................

2.75
2.69
2.69
2.68
2.68
2.67
2.67
2.67
2.64
2.63
2.60
2.60
2.57
2.57
2.53
2.52
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.48
2.46
2.44
2.44
2.43
2.41
2.40
2.40
2.38
2.36
2.35
2.35
2.33
2.33
2.32
2.32
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.30
2.29
2.29

2.27
2.26
2.25
2.25
2.24
2.23
2.23
2.22
2.22
2.21
2.21
2.21
2.21
2.20
2.20

Ask Hell) to Locate
Old CPS Students

In order to help the ex ec utive seeretary of the Alumni association
keep the office address files up to
date the Trail will publish from
time to time the names of the alumni for whom the office has insufficient addresses. If you know
where any of the following former
CPS students now reside send the
information at once to the alumni
executive secretary, College of Puget
Variety Predominates
The weekly papers of the West Sound, Tacoma.
Do you know the addresses of any
were nothing if not original according to James Melvin Lee. One, of the following: Anastacio Abalos,
for example, published notices of IGeorge B. Adams, Margaret Adams,
births, marriages and deaths under Richard H. Adams, Rose Adams,
the following respective headlines: Walter Adams, W il ma Adams,
"Hatched," "Matched" and "Dis- Charles Afdem, Elizabeth Agnew.
patched." Inducements to sub- Cesario Agustn, Carl Gideon Annscribers were often unique. It was ciuist. Edith M. Ahnquist, John
not at all uncommon for such a Aitchison, Harold Aham, Opal Akepaper to publish a notice like the iurst, Jack Albert, Martha Albertion, Alexander Alexc.eff, Clyde Dayfollowing:
"All subscribers paying in advance i Es Allen, Harry Allan, Winifred Alwill be entitled to a first class obitu- I en, Ruth Alm, Alfred Anderson, Carl
anderson, Charles W. Anderson,
ary notice in case of death."
larence Anderson, Elmer H. Andrson, Elsie Anderson, Gene Adder.,on, Gladys C. Anderson, Henry F.
nderson, Herbert Anderson, Leanler L. Anderson, Marcus E. AdderA new business manager for the ;on, Mrs. Margaret J. Anderson,
1935 Tamanawas will be named by 'Iarjorie Anderson Nettie Anderson,
the publications commit te e this week.
earl Alma Anderson, S. Lynne AndAny student feeling that he is qualrson, Viola Belle Anderson, Virgil
iuied for th is position may submit L Anderson, Daisy Pearl Anderson,
his name to Prof. J. R. Roberts, Ger{aldora S. Andresen, Frederick L.
trude Davis, Nichol as Zittel or thdrus. Ruth Annaberg, Louise AnFranklin Castillo by noon tomorrow. us, Alvin Aosved, William R. A.petz.

Publications Heads
To Replace Manager

,
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RELIVE THOSE DEAR OLD
COLLEGE DAYS AT CPS
ALUMNI SAVED
PUGET SOUND
ON 3 OCCASIONS

Frats to hold open house
Friday night, Oct. 19
For the benefit of you alums
who went in for the social side of
college life, and who will want to
make the acquaintance of the
active chapters the following address and telephone list is published:
SIGMA ZETA EPSILON, 1702
No. Alder. Phone Pr. 1189.
SIGMA MU CHI, 3001 No. 13.
Phone Pr. 2890.
ALPHA CHI NU, 3312 6th Ave.
DELTA KAPPA PHI, 2008 No.
Alder. Phone Pr. 0490.
DELTA P1 OMICRON, 3312 No.
11th. Phone Pr. 4426.

Graduates Raised Money to
Keep College Doors From
Closing More Than Once;
Founded Chair
On three occasions alumni meant
"life blood" to the college. Unsolicited and through personal iriitiative they stepped into the breech,
kept the school from closing its
doors and supplied the essential
"vitamins" of growth during "infancy."
In view of an alumni reawakening I
to a college consciousness-Homecoming-a brief account of those
early Samaritan acts are recited
Alumni saved the college first at
the turn of the century. At that
time an attempt was made to consolidate three Methodist institutions I
of learning: Puget Sound university.
Portland university and Willametli
at Portland. Alumni, headed h
Dr. C. 0. Boyer, '98, now a physiciall
and surgeon of Portland, squelched
this move and solicited enough
money to pay off a $35,000 debt I
owed Tacoma business men who
were threatening to close the school.
In 1900 alumni rallied a second
time to keep Puget Sound alive.
This time they formed a corporation for unified action, raised a fund
and purchased a site for the school
at South 9th and G streets.

Moving Forward
.

By President Todd

:

That the College of Puget Sound
is moving forward, is apparent to
if has from the beginning.
all.
T h e r e have been,
and probably will be
times when
i gain,
logress almost ceas'J
os. Crises have been
iet successfully be'.
cause of d e voted
Dr. I. II. I 1)11(1 alumni and friends.

4

As I write this note of welcome I
see the evidence of the march of
years. The threshold of the front
door of the main building at Sixth
and Sprague Streets stands by my
side. When placed there in 1903
that threshold was five inches wide
and one-half inch thick. While
The third time alumni came to those dimensions still octain at
the rescue was about 1903, when they the end, at the place where stureorganized their corporation, sold dents came and went, the threshold
their property at South 9th and G measures a scant two inches by
streets and purchased a three acre one-eighth.
tract at 6th and Sprague streets.
Yes, the preservation of that piece
These early acts of devotion to of wood is probably sentimental. But
their alma mater were accomplish- it is more. The feet which wore
ed by former students numbering that threshold down are now trampless than a dozen. Banded togeth- ing the highways of success. The
er now in an organization whose alumni of those and earlier days
membership reaches into the thous- have brought honor and strength
ands, graduates and former stu- to their Alma Mater and furnished
dents have within their power the valiant and loyal support in times
means of far greater aid to Piiget of stress.
Sound than those pioneer alumni
When the possible purchase of
of yester-year ever dreamed. Alumni the present campus became appardemonstrated loyalty and concerted ent, the students and alumni were
action in 1923 when they raised ready to help. They stood by the
funds for the founding of the Davis six campaigns which were necesChair of History.
sary to make the present instituIt is a far cry from the turn of tion possible. They gave money
the century up to the present. And and furnished a great volume of
enough time has elapsed for a sec- enthusiasm. Those were great days
ond generation to matriculate, grad- to be students of CPS. The ef uate and take its place in the ranks fect upon members of the faculty,
of Puget Sound graduates. Off- students and trustees will never be
springs are now joining their par- lost by them. The younger alumni
ents in the Alumni association.
are of the same stuff.
Those early alumni meant "life
But looking forward through
blood" to Puget Sound when
mists, and knowing past experiences
"blood" was needed. Will the deof institutions like this, there is
votion to CPS of recent members reason to apprehend the possibility
to the Alumni association mean as
of a crisis in the not too distant
much to the college if another need future. We are laying plans to anarises?
ticipate and nullify the effects of
(

ERNEST MILLER, '27, and Mrs.
Miller (EVALYN MILLER, '27) and
baby daughter left early in Septemher for Alaska. They received appointments to the teaching staff of
13 at the government school at
Ekiutna, near Seward. For the past
two years Ernie has been instructor
and athletic coach in the Kirkland
junior high school.

any coming stress.
Alumni, let us get together on
October 20 for reunion and preparation. We shall be glad to share
hopes and fears with you. Your
Alma Mater awaits your coming and
your counsel for a united push f orward. We wait to welcome you in
person.

DOROTHY RUTH SCOTT, '29,
DR. ELMER AUSTIN, '28, is serv- taught long enough in Petersburg,
ing his internship in the Tacoma Alaska, to decide on making it her
General hospital. He received his home. She was married there to
doctor of medicine degree from the Norman B. Rustad last July upon
University of Oregon medical school returning from a vacation spent
with her parents in Olympia.
last spring.

GONZAGA GAME
TO BE FEATURE
EVENT OF BIG
HOMECOMING
Alumni and Student Cornmittees Making Elaborate
Arrangements For Your
Return
Go to the calendar right now and
make a heavy circle around October
19 and 20, Friday and Saturday, and
cancel all previous engagements for
those days. Make it a "Puget
Sound Weekend."
For those are the dates of the 1934
Homecoming. The big coming home
event is early this year and this official notice is being sent you in
plenty of time to lay your plans so
that nothing will interfere with your
return to Alma Mater (CPS to you,
and you.)
. Already committees have been
hard at work and a program which
will see the weekend jammed full
of events has been scheduled.
Martha Ann Wilson, '29, was appointed chairman of the program
and banquet committee, and Elsie
Korpela, '33, is heading the reservations committee.
Martha Ann has been working
fast and has secured the Masonic
Temple as the scene for the annual Homeco banquet Saturday
night at 6:30. The price of 50 cents
per plate is reasonable. Mr. Wood
of the Modern Inn will cater for the
alumni. At the time of going to
press a definite lineup of the speaker list had not been arrived at, but
enough was let out to assure the
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 3)

Homecoming tilt recalls
Bulldog battle of 1922

OCTOBER, 1934

•
Blanket winners to head
Lettermen's parade
All Logger lett,ermen of former years are going to be put in the
limelight again, according to
plans being formulated by the
Lcttermen's club of the college.
Jimmy Ennis, the Loggers'
candidate for all-coast halfback
honors this year, and club president, announces that a tentative
Homecoming feature calls for a
short parade onto the gridiron
between halves of the Gonzaga
game of CPS lettermen. All
blanket winners, with their blankets, will head the parade, with
some form of recognition yet to
be decided upon.
And don't forget, lettermen,
you have life passes to all Logger
games.

You Should Know
ARTHUR L. MARSH 'OS
Spotted about this world are men
who stand out from the throng.
They are pointed to as "prominent,"
"successful, " "famous." Because of
their higher station in life they
draw the admiration of others. They
draw attention and we want to
know more about them.
An alumnus of Puget Sound who
stands out prominently is Arthur
L. Marsh, '08. He is now serving
his 14th year as executive secretary
of the Washington Education association and editor and manager
of its magazine, Washington Educational Journal.
He is a hard working executive
official in an "uplift" organization
which finds very hard going in this
extended depression. His job is to
get vital things done as inconspicuously as possible, as far as personal
position and performances are concorned.

Hobbies? He has none. He has
neither time nor inclinations for
The Homecoming grid game with golf, or bridge, or hunting game, or
Gonzaga will hold particular inter- reforming the world. He obtains
est for alumni who remember the his recreation on a Sound shore
season of 1922 for it was 12 years acreage known to many alumni as
ago that the Bulldogs romped over Marsh-Haven, and his spiritual
the Cascades from Spokane and recreation is at his own fireside.
Marsh served on the College of
also romped over the Loggers 34 to
Puget Sound faculty ten years and
0.
was from 1913 to 1918 its dean.
Despite the score it was a good
As for alma mater, he writes:
game even if it was the first one
"I am happy over her present
of that season. CPS had such a
strong line that practically all of achievements, hopeful over her f uGonzaga's yardage and scoring was ture. I rejoice in her larger numbers and her higher prestige. And
done through the air.
The season was Coach McNeal's yet I do not at all 'scorn the base
first at the college. He was assisted degrees' by which I 'did ascent' in
by Lynn Wright, '17. They had a the cruder conditions of the old
squad of 21 players to work with and campus. I am frankly rather glad
of these only six were lettermen. to have been there, as student and
This squad went through the sea- faculty member, in the old 'logson with 13 earning letters. (How cabin' days. The experience and
would you like that setup, Sandy?) associates of those early years engendered in me my best traits and
Dick Wasson, '22, now a public
richest sentiments. I trust that
accountant in Tacoma, captained the
Puget Sound' will not outgrow in its
team at center. Don Weliman, '26,
larger and maturer life the spirit
and Frank Brooks, '22, were at the
of earnestness and friendliness
ends. Newell Stone, '22, and Eddie
which made it distinctive and cxSchwarz, '26, now Stadium coach,
ceptional in its younger years."
were the tackles. Chad Christine,
'26, and Bruce Blevins, '25, played
DR. ELDON "FRENCHY" CHUIthe guard positions. Wilbur Daniels,
'22. called the signals at quarter. NARD, '26, and Mrs. Chuinard
Harry Parker, '26, and Rip Revelle, (FRITZI GOFF, '30) are residing
'25, were at the halves; and Mel- in Portland where Frenchy is servyin Olene, '23, played the fullback ing his internship in Multnomah
position. The two other lettermen hospital. Fritzi is employed in the
of the season were Ralph W. D. hospital office.
Brown, '26, and John Kelley, '26.
This outfit climaxed the season
DOUG HENDEL, '28, and Mrs.
with a 18 to 3 upset victory over Hendel (DOROTHY RALEIGH, '31)
Willamette at Salem. Will Sandy's have returned from Pasadena and
1934 Loggers do the same?
are now residing at the Grey Gables.

19020
CAST BALLOT
NOW FOR CPS
ALUM BOARD
Unpaid Dues No Excuse For
Not Voting; Results to Be
Announced at Banquet Saturday
Homecoming time is voting time
and in order to facilitate election
matters the aiumni nominating
committee has acted early, made the
nominations and prepared the accompanying ballot for your use
NOW.
The Alumni association is just
what you make it. You are a member and the directors you elect are
in turn your officers. The payment
of dues has been temporarily suspended by the present board, so
there are no conditions or restriclions on your voting status, except
that you be a graduate or former
student of the college. This liberal
action of the board at its last meeting throws the control of the association wide open with a voting
membership of more than 4,500.
Alice Berry, '31, chairman of the
nominating committee, and the
other two members, Lyle Ford Drushel, '12, and Preston Wright, '28,
have prepared as representative a
nominee list as possible. The list
gives a wide choice according to
year. Nominees are residents in or
about Tacoma so that business meetings may be attended promptly.
The five hold over directors and
the five your vote elects October
20, will, at their first meeting after
Homecoming, select from the board
the association officers. Hold over
members are: President J. Herman
Mattson, '33, Alice Berry, '31, Elsie
Korpela, '33, Frances Goehring
Swayze, '22, and Stanton Warburton, '23
Members whose terms expire are:
Martha Ann Wilson, '29, Franklin
Johnson, '28, Everett Wadsworth,
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)

Official Ballot
OF

The Alumni Association
OF THE

College of Puget Sound
Election October 20,
1934
Homeconiing
NOMINATIONS FOR ALUMNI
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(Vote For 5)

Edith Gustafson, '33
Wilbur Goss, '32
Carol Hanson, '32
Darrell Thomas, '30
Ina Coffman, '29
Franklin Johnson, '28
Amy Dahigren, '28
Gordon Tatum, '28
Helen Pangborn, '24
Victor Hedberg, '16

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

NOMINATIONS FOR COLLEGE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
(Vote For One)

Dick Wasson, '23
Paul Hanawalt, '18

0

0

Your Name.........
Quadrant Year
(If more than one former Puget
Sound student in family write copy
of this ballot. To be valid this hallot must be signed and returned to
executive secretary not later than
noon of October 20.)
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TIlE COICI? 1)4)01
Homecoming time is here and an explanation of the Color Post and
its ceremonies is in order. You should know all about the Color Post
for It is the material expression of the whole scheme of group organization at CPS. A knowledge
of it is the key that unlocks the intricate corn'IT
•
binatlon that ties together
'W
every student, former stu•
•
i
dent, faculty member and
7,
trustee with the college.
Many traditions of Yale
t
university which bind together the academic and I ,
student activities cluster
about "Tap Day." It was
with the idea of runnini'
'
these two elements of a
successful institution parallel that the Color Post
was conceived by our presi,
dent, Dr. Edward H. Todd.
The ceremony was inaugurated during commencement exercises in 1917 and . . ..
was sponsored by the class
•
.
of 1920.
,
Each of the four sides
of the Post is in possession
'.•
.-:.
of a class in college. The
• ... : . . .
side belonging to the senbr class is passed on to
-•
the freshman class of the
next year. Each side has
a new group in college following every fourth year,
while the classes of the
st fall into their respecfive groups in chronological order. Thus the quadrants are formed.
In order that a clear distinction may be made among the quadrants
each side is numbered and has a distinctive color, an ideal and an
historic event.
Side No. 1 starts with the class of drant represented by the class which
1893, the first to graduate, and takes entered the college the year they
in every fourth year thereafter. Its became related to the institution.
color is purple, representing good Those receiving honorary degrees
government ; and its historical event belong to the quadrant represented
is the original Puget Sound uni- by the class with which they receivversity in 1888.
ed their degrees.
Side No. 2 starts with the class
A Color Post ceremony occurs
of 1894. Its color is cardinal, stand- twice during the school year. In
lng for religion.
The historical the fall the freshmen are matricuevent is the reorganization as the lated by the Associated Students of
University of Puget Sound in 1903. the college after the college has
Side No. 3 began with the class accepted the applications for matriof 1895. The color is yellow, sym- culation. In the spring the seniors
bolic of science ; and its historical have a double graduation : one by
significance is the change of name the college and one by the Associatin 1914 to the College of Puget ed Students.
Sound.
Knowing the year of your graduSide No. 4 began with the class ation or matriculation, if you were
of 1896 and has for its color white not graduated, you may readily lowhich represents culture. Its his- cate the quadrant to which you betorical event is the founding of the long on the accompanying quadrant
Color Post, by the freshman class chart.
of 1917 which graduated in 1920.
It will be well to remember your
If you attended the college at quadrant number and color for class
some time but were not graduated reunions at Homecoming will be
you belong to the quadrant of the segregated according to quadrants.
year you were matriculated. In like These include quadrant reunions almanner, members of the faculty and so when a new class comes out of
board of trustees belong to the qua- the college.

ri

'

COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND QUADRANTS
Quadrant One
Quadrant Two
Quadrant Three Quadrant Four
Government
Color, Purple
1893
1897
1901
1905
1909
1913
1917
1921
1925
1929
1933
1937

Religion
Color, Cardinal
1894
1898
1902
1906
1910
1914
1918
1922
1926
1930
1934
1938

Cast Ballots Now For CPS
Alum Board

(Continued from Page 1)
'27, Lyle Ford Drushel, '12, and Theodore Bankhead, '29.
The committee has nominated
Dick Wasson, '23, and Paul Hanawalt, '18, candidates to the vacancy
on the college board of trustees
caused by the expiration of the
term of H. E. Cook, '07. He is, however, remaining on the board as a
conference elected trustee.
Remember to do these things:
(better still, do them right now)
Look over the ballot below carefully.
Vote for the five members you think

Science
Color, Yellow
1895
1899
1903
1907
1911
1915
1919
1923
1927
1931
1935
1939

CJ1

PUGET SOUND

Culture
Color, White
1896
1900
1904
1908
1912
1916
1920
1924
1928
1932
1936
1940

A L UMH U S

OCTOBER, 1934

FOIJL

TORREY SMITH, 78, founded
MARJORIE GARDNER, '32, is
and is managing the Torrey Novelty teaching music in Anatone high
PulIihed by
THE COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
company of New York. Prof. Reges- school.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ter and Miss Ann Crapser visited
THELMA GANDER, '32, is now
PRESS WRIGHT, Editor
him while they were in the East teaching In Cle Elum high school.
OCTOBER, 1934
during the summer.
HELEN RITCHIE, '31, is supervisor
of the infirmary of EllensGENEVIEVE GRIMES, '34, has
Officers and Board of Directors
J. HERMAN MATTSON, '33, President
burg Normal.
announced
her
wedding
date
to
MARTHA ANN WILSON, '29, Vice.Pres.
ALICE BERRY, '31, Secretary
JOHN GARDNER, '30, is attendStanley Wardin for November 10.
FRANKLIN JOHNSON, '28, Treasurer
Everett Wadsworth, '27 Lyle Ford Drushel, '12
GRACE EDDY, '28, became the ing the medical school of the UniElsie Korpela, '33
Theodore Bankhead, '29
versity of Oregon at Portland.
Frances G. Swayze, '22 Stanton Warburton, '23 bride of Francis Nelson of Kent last
ISABELLE MOORE, 131, is teachMembers of College Board of Trustees
June. They were married in the
R. E. Cook, '07
Henry Cramer, '20
ing at Fife high school.
C. Amos Booth, '29
little chapel.
TED NELSON, '29, has been emMARJORIE CAMPBELL, '34, was
ployed
in the field secretaries ofHELP US HELP YOU
recently married to Robert D.
fice of Pacific Lutheran college for
Approximately 3,000 cop- Whitehead and is now living In Se- the past year.
ies of this issue of the Puget attle.
CLARE GUEST, '26, and GERSound Alumnus are being ALEX JOHNSON, '26, is employ- TRUDE HESS, '28, both teachers
mailed to graduates and for- ed as an expert in terra- cotta ex- at Pe Ell, were married during the
ner students of CPS. If we perimental work in Sidney, Austral- summer.
had the addresses of all of ia. He is the proud father of a AUDREY DEAN ALBERT, '29, on
you we would be mailing out baby boy, Robert, now one year of a five-weeks' trip east this summer,
aroun(l 4500 copies. If you age.
spent several days in Chicago, two
hear of any former student HARRIET ROSENWERG, '34, is and a half weeks in Kentucky,
not receiving a copy send us now teaching at Ashford.
visiting her old home, Indiana;
his name and address righut MELBA ALLEMAN, '34, is teach- Minnesota and Ohio. She stopped
away. We want to blanket ing at Sumner.
at Glacier National park on her rethe entire field with the next VIRGINIA HEDBERG, '36, is turn.
issue of the Alumnus.
JOHN O'CONNER, 131, has enworking in the advertising departthe University of Washingment of the Tacoma News Tribunetered
.
LIKE IT?
ton law school.
BOB JOHNSON, '30, who is emLORAIN ARTHUR, '32, is attendFellow Alums ! If you like ployed
by the Standard Oil cornthis issue of the Alumnus and pany, was recently transferred to ance clerk at Stewart Intermediate
rant it to keep coming drop the company's Sacramento offices. school. She spent the summer at
us a note to that effect. The ALICE BERRY, '31, is now work- the University of Washington.
response and reaction we get ing at Rhodes Brothers department INA RUTH COFFMAN, '29, and
from this distribution will store. She is chairman of the her sister, Edith, a senior at CPS,
spent ten weeks in the East this
deterniine to a great extent Alumni nominating committee.
the j)Ublication's continuation. MARIE HELMER, '31, is begin- past summer. Following a two- \Ve want to make it a regular ning her third year of teaching at week stop to visit the Fair at Chicago, they spent a month with a
periodical, so let us know Ferndale.
third sister, ERMA COFFMAN, '27,
what you think of it.
Y DAHLGREN, '28, is back in
in New York City where the latter
Tacoma after a number of years has been doing social work for five
HAPPY DAYS AGAIN
teaching at Longview. She is now
there they enjoyed
You owe it to yourself to at the McCarver intermediate school. ymeeting While
MRS. LYLE FORD DRUrelive once more those dear DOROTHY YORK, '35, is work- SHEL, '12,
Dean of Women at CPS,
old college days at Home- ing at the Washington Gas and
who was attending the University
nh to see that old gang Electric company.
coing;
New York. In Pittsburg they
again ; to let your blood race RACHAEL SCHNEIDER, '34, Is of
visited INEZ JOHNSON JONES, '30.
with excitement as you cheer working at Feist and Bachrach Time was also spent in Washingthe Maroon anYhite grid- Economy Shop.
D. C., New England, and Ohio.
ders ; to 1)laI1t your feet under FRED HENRY, '29, is employed es ton,
While at the Century of Progress,
the festive board and enjoy head chemist at the Fleishman Yeast they met Sen. Walter S. Davis.
the kind of a banquet pro- company's plant at Sumner.
MARION JOHNSON, 130, who has
grain you used to know. ROBERT BURROWS, 128, after been
deputy County Superintendent
Come on, old pal, old gal. teaching three years at Toledo, is of Schools for Mason county, has
Let's be young again. Plan now teaching in the Puyallup high returned to CPS to do graduate
to be hack October 19-20. school.
work.
\\Te'll be seeing you.
HELEN MOORE, 134, is attending
VIC RANTA, '31, has been ap-

Relive College Days at CPS
October 19-20
(Continued from Page 1)
rest of you an evening of real en-

the Tacoma Secretarial School.
MIRIAM CONE, '34, was recently
married to Wilbur Washburn, and
is living at Neah Bay.
FRANKLIN MANNING, '28, and

Mrs. Manning (MILDRED MEADtertainment.
30) are now residing in PuyCelebrations will begin with fra1

'

pointed head football coach at
Sumner high school.
HELEN JAEGER, '36, is teaching
dancing in -Olympia, and various
other towns in that vicinity.

GERALDINE WHITWORTH, '31,
is now teaching in Mukilteo, Wash.

ternity open houses and dinners allup. Frank has his law shingle
MARY WESTCOTT, '31, is tehabout 6 p. m. Friday. All houses out. He ran in the primaries for ing at Ocosta, Wash. This is her

will be attractively decorated for state 1eislator.
second year of teaching.
ELSIE KORPELA, '33, Is now
ELIZABETH SPENCER, '34, gradthe big event-the game with Gonzaga at 2 o'clock Saturday-and the working at C. C. Mellinger company. uated from the University of Washnewer members of your social group

She is chairman of the reservation

will be waiting to greet you back. committee for Homecoming.
ELIZABETH MANN, '33, Is now
The huge bonfire on the athletic
working
at the Peoples Store.
field will be lit at 7 : 15 with yells,
ED EDDY, '29. successfully passsongs and serpentines recalling rally nights of previous years. An ed the examinations of the State
added feature will be the burning Dental board and is now practicing
He completed his
in Tacoma.
of all Frosh caps.
Following the bonfire the Play course at the Portland Dental school

ington last June, but has returned

to complete her course.
ANNE SHARP, '34, was married

to WALLACE SCOTT, '33, on September 3, 1934. She is now residing
at the Pennington apartments in
Tacoma.
Pred Renschler, formerly
MISS ESTHER STOCKTON, '34,

Crafters of the College will present last spring.
was married March 29, 1934. They
k are now living at the Cambridge
MARY MARSHALL, '22,
i so
wr" The Spider," an unusual mystery
play, in honor of the alumni. This ing with the Veterans' Bureau in apartments in Tacoma.
ROLLA HALBERT, '32, is emperformance will be held in the aud- Washington, D. C.
NORMAN OTTESON,'33, is work- ployed as a chemist under HAROLD
itorium of Jones hall. The play will

be preceded by three vaudeville acts.
While Saturday forenoon's schedule is not definite a tentative arrangement calls for open house at
the college, allowing grads and former students an opportunity to congregate and renew old acquaintances. Senator Davis, Ann Crapser,
our own President Todd and the
rest of the administration will be
on hand.
Then at 2 o'clock comes the big
game with Gonzaga in the stadium.
And really, the Loggers have a fighting chance, "Sandy," a coach you
should all know personally, has
moulded a grid machine that is up
with the best of any on the Coast,
not just the Pacific Northwest conference. The Loggers have been
the conference champions for the

will make the best directors and
officers. Vote for the candidate you
want on the college board of trustees. Then sign your name and
your quadrant year (See chart on
this page), clip out the ballot and
mail to the college. If there are
other former students of the college
in your family write out copies of
this ballot, sign them properly and
send them in too.
All ballots to count must be at the
college by noon Saturday, October
20, so the committee may count
them and have the election returns
ready to be announced at the banpast two years.
quet in the evening.

ing at Younglove Grocery company. FRETZ, '25, in the Olympic Pulp
ddW
W. S
S. C
C . mill at Port Angeles.
BILL NYE, '28,ttaene
during the summer.
CPS gave the Huskies last season
speaks of the caliber of ball your
grid team is playing.
At 6:30 comes the banquet at the
Masonic Temple. And besides the
wonderful program planned, the resuits of the election of members to
the Alumni Board of Directors will
be announced. In another column
of this sheet you will find your ballot. Vote on five of the ten nominees you wish to be elected and on
one of the two candidates for the
College Board of Trustees.

EDSEN BROWN, '28, is cashier
of the First National bank of Port
Angeles.
ARDIS FOX, '24, now Mrs. Goodrich, is living at Neah Bay.
y-JRçyJ'JjY KROGSTAD, '33, Is

living at her home in Bremerton.

GEORGIA JOHNSON, '32, is now
teaching school at Auburn. This
is her third year of teaching.
DOROTHY FOXWELL, '34, is now
teaching at James P. Stewart Intermediate school.
MARGAREfl' JANES, '34, is now
in New York taking an active part
in Girl Scout work.
Also, Saturday night, judges will
WALLACE R. DRAKE, '30, Is
make the rounds of fraternity teaching at Lincoln high school, Tahouses and decide on the best deco- coma.

The 14 to 6 battle rated building.

(Look for more names next issue)
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Spurs Elect
New Pledges
To Fill Ranks

To AttendConvention
To attend the Ex-Residence as.sociation convention of the Mayo

Lambdas Give
Sorority Has
I Band Plays in Chapel
91
rI1
I1T4.L
'(U.I
D
1. ,-1
With Art Linn in charge of the
ulu
iea VYILIL
ea
lLoseuuu
program, assisted by the three yell
T
f1 1
English" Theme
.ror i'ew Girls kings and the pep band, the Albany-

clinic, Di. S. F. Hermann will leave
CPS game was advertised in the
Thursday for Rochester, Minnesota. Alpha Beta Upsilon Entertains Friday morning chapel. Prof. Roland Miss Harriet Pangborn Is In
Pauline Schouw and Dorothy The Ex-Residence association is
Truitt played a trumpet solo,
Charge of Affairs For
At Home of Mrs. C. 0.
composed of doctors who at some
Ann Simpson Chosen;
Clarke's "Carnival of Venice," folFreshman Women
Lynn
time have been connected with the
lowed by an informal speech by
Report Given
Mayo clinic. During Dr. HerLambda Sigma Chi sorority enterThe traditional Yellow Rosebud" Coach Roy Sandberg.
Pauline Schouw and Dorothy An n mann's absence of one month, his tea of Alpha Beta Upsilon sorority
tamed at an "Old English" tea reSimpson were chosen to membershi p classes will be supervised by Dr. T.
cently at the home of Mrs. F. B.
was held last Friday afternoon at
H. Duerfeldt. Dr. Hermann will
Martin. Antique spinning wheels
in Spurs. national womens servic
also visit the World's Fair and see the home of Mrs. C. 0. Lynn. Layorganization, at a meeting of la
belonging to Mrs. Martin and rag
ender and yellow were the colors
a few friends in the east.
years active group Monday noot
rugs created a colonial atmosphere.
The new pledges who fill vacancie S
The table was beautiful with a cencarried out in the decorations, and
Coach Roy Sandberg will address terpiece of Talisman roses and copleft, by Eunice Perkins and Hele: Li
yellow rosebuds were used in the
the YWCA group tomorrow in chap- per appointments. Small lavender
Willison, will join the 15 member S
centerpiece. The favors were damel period concerning essential in- sachet bags were given as favors to
pledged last spring for initiatioi
ty straw flower bouquets.
formation about football generally further carry out the English idea.
rites Thursday aft&noon. Follow
Heading the receiving line were unknown to girls.
Miss Doris Fickel and Mrs. L. E. Mcing the ceremony a pot-luck suppe r
is to be served by old Spurs at An
Mrs. William Ellison, president of
Last Tuesday the room was the Clelland presided at the tea table.
Committee Welcomes Visitors
nabelle Norton's home. Miss Marth: a Groups Make Plans and Elect the alumni association, and Miss scene of a mock trial with Betty
Miss Harriet Pangborri, chairman,
Pearl Jones, faculty adviser, Thelm S
Smallridge, president, acting as
New Officers
Edith Coffman, acting president.
Melsnes, junior adviser for the pres
judge. She heard the chairmen of had on her committee Misses Mary
Miss
Geneva Kenway was chairman
ent group, and Lois Twaddle, edito r
"Etiquette" was the theme of the
the committees plead their cases. Elizabeth Tuck, Maxine Hartl, Betof the national Spur publication program presented by Miss Kath- of the committee made up of Misses
Committee chairmen who took ty Hessert and Katherine King. Miss
will assist.
anne Mann assisted by Misses Jane Marion Davis and Mabel Wittren. part in the program were: Mary King, dressed in an old colonial
A link between national officer: S Ramsby, Gail Day, Marian Winge
Listed on the program were Mrs. Elizabeth Tuck. membership ; Maur- costume, welcomed visitors, with
and the local chapter was effectec I and Sheila Humber at the first Kap- C. C. Newman who played two pi- me Henderson, finance; Betty Simp- Miss Thelma Melsnes, president of
when Miss Twaddle attended a con pa Sigma Theta meeting of the year ano solos, Miss Mildred Grosser who son, publicity; Olive Whorley, li- the group, and Miss Betty Hessert
ference of the National Spur Coun. Wednesday. Miss Lois Evanson was gave a reading, and Miss Mar- brary; Evelyn Taylor, social; Edith heading the receiving line. Miss
cii at Pullman, Washington just be
newly elected treasurer to fill the ion Davis, accompanied by Miss Coffinan, Seabeck; Jane Gebert, Phyllis Swanson played soft music
fore the beginning of the fal vacancy left by Miss Iris Fear, form- Ruth McGeehan, sang, 'Love Sends program, and Eleanor Hoyt, social during the afternoon.
Patronesses who were present insemester. Officers attending were
er holder of the office, who will at- a Little Gift of Roses," and "Sun- service .
cluded Mesdames Norton Clapp, A.
Miss Margaret Misselhorn 01 tend the State College of Montana shine of Your Smile."
C. Thompson, Neal Tebb, William
Washington State college, Mis this year.
Patronesses who were present inAllard
and Misses Helen Pangborn
Marjorie Wurster of the Unieluded:
Mrs.
Raymond
S.
Seward,
Lambda Sigma Chi
and Lora Brewett.
versity of Idaho and Miss EuMrs.
E.
N.
Eisenhower,
Mrs.
A.
0.
Several new committee heads were
Sorority Women
dora Billings of the University of
appointed by Miss Thelma Meisnes, Burmeister, Mrs. Edwin L. Carlson,
The sorority women attending the
Utah. The council discussed the
Sio,rf
Mrs
Pavmonrl
rs
Davis
" --.
presinem 01 U1 iamoaa nigma un sTwo Divisions Tie for First tea were Misses Lois Andre, Jean
past year's activities and scheduled
sorority, at their meeting Wednes- G. Drewry, Mrs. Charles T. Battin,
Beers, Dorothy Best, Janet Cook,
an extensive program for the corn- a--.
Place
-•
Mrs Edward
R Todd and Mrs. Lyle
iiiiey i, w v
-'------ue.y. Lv1is 1vit1gO.re
Eleanor Davies, Lorraine Hansen,
ing year. The AWS lodge in the
Ford
Drushell.
the new member of the disciplinary
With the new Freshmen in c9iarge Maxine Hartl, Betty Hessert, Betty
Moscow Mountains sheltered the
board and Misses Janet Cook, Lois
of all entertainment stunt night was Hoyt, Katherine King, Ina Mae Lee,
quartet for two days, and the trip
Andre, Margaret Tilley and Helen Theta Tea
held in Jones Hall, September 19. Lois Martin, Hazelgertrude Churchill
included visits to the Moscow and
Howe will serve on the room com- Next Friday
Pullman campuses where Spurs are
The Kappa Sigma Theta tea will The first prize, tied between group Marianna Likins, Marguerite Mcmittee for the ensuing year.
one and two, "The Schnozzel Master, Thelma Melsnes, Katherine
active in college life.
be Friday, October 5, at the home of
Alpha Beta Upsilon
Delegates for the national biennial
Mrs. A. E. Hillis, at 5 Rosemont Grinder," under the direction of Munroe, Harriet Pangborn, Phyllis
Alpha Beta Upsilon members met
Robert Eccles, and group seven Swanson, Margaret Tilley, Dolores
convention of Spurs will go to the
Way. The committee in charge inUniversity of Colorado at Boulder at the home of Miss Ruth McGeehan cludes Anne Stroebel (chairman) , and eight, "Cinderella Brought Theda, Helen Howe, Mary Elizabeth
for three days in April. Representa- o discuss plans for the tradition al J ane Ramsby and Marian Winge. tJp to Date," directed by Maurine Tuck, Jessarnine Pugh, Vera Kirby,
Yellow Rosebud" tea which was
tives of colleges and universities
Answers to invitations for this tea Henderson. The stunts were under Beverly Thompson and Betty Wi!from all states west of Indiana will ield Friday at the home of Mrs.
hams.
are due this Wednesday. The Del- the supervision of Miss Martha Pearl
:j. 0. Lynn. Miss Edith Coffman,
attend.
ta Alpha Gamma tea will be Fri- Jones, dramatic manager and Kensorority president appointed Miss
neth Powers, assistant.
day, October 12.
Sarah Tierney chairman of a cornFreshmen who took part in the
ilittee to plan the dinner to be givwening stunts, respectively are:
Students who have placed locks on
tn October 27.
rhomas Allen, Betty Betz, Mildred
lockers not assigned to them are
Brown, Dorothy Daniels. William
Sigma Zeta Epsilon
asked by Bursar C. A. Robbins to
in
hisholm, Jane Anderson, Augusta Wesleyan Prizes Awarded to
Bill
Command
was
newly
elected
remove them immediately. Locks
Three Students
Dickinson,
Robert Byrd, Gladys
may be obtained at the Bursar's rice president of the Sigma Zeta
The CPS extension courses given Jurry, Melvyn Coffman. Richard
psilon fraternity last Wednesday
office on deposit of seventy-five
"Belief and Learning" was the
in Olympia are to be taught this )ews, Robert Bond, Maynard Carlit their regular business meeting.
cents.
year by Dean Raymond G. Drewry S On, Philip Cheney, Clarence Keat- subject of Pres. Edward H.
'ollowing a dinner, the meeting was
and Junia Todd Hallan who made - ng, Raymond Dexter, Marjorie Todd's address to the freshmen at
ield at which activities of the cornthe Matriculation day exercises in
their first trip Wednesday evening.
hurch, Billie Acton.
ng year were discussed. Curtains
Costumes, Tuxedos, Dress Suits
chapel Wednesday morning.
Plans are being made to have Prof.
Evelyn Swanson, Lee Savidge, Helor the fraternity house have been
During the program the Wesleyan
NEAL E. THORSEN
0. Floyd Hite conduct extension n Stalwick, Kathryn Thomas,
C
resented
by
the
Mothers'
club.
926 1, Broadway MAin 4861
freshman prizes were presented to
courses in Sumner.
I Iaurita Shank, Con Troxell, GorHair Goods, Toupees, Wigs
Delta Pi Omicron
The program offered in Olympia C-Ion Tuell, Dorothy Smith, Fred freshmen of last year, who were
and Masks
Al Winterhouse presided at the includes four courses:
Psychology raylor, Charles Titus, Daniel Vir- outstanding in their class in scholI egular business meeting of the Delof Exceptional Children" and "Edu- g;illo, Albert Turrill and Lela Sar- arship, character and leadership.
With a scholarship average of 3.00.
t
t a Pi Omicron fraternity last Wed- cational and Vocational Guidance" g ent.
NEW LOCATION
Lora
Bryning was awarded $25 for
esday evening when the members taught by Dean Drewry, and "ConOther acts presented were "A
The Sanitary Barber Shop
first place. The second prize of $15
r eceived new curtains and furniture temporary Drama" and "American
reshman's Nightmare" by group
at
1
was given to Maurice Webster who
Literature From 1870 to the Present"
f rorn the Mothers' club.
hree and four, under the direction
207 SO. 9TH STREET
had an average of 2.89 and the third
taught
by
Mrs.
Hallan.
These
classDelta P1 Omicron Mothers' club
(Motoramp Building)
f Grace Trompen, and entertainof $10 to Malcom Dick with 2.67 as
es
meet
in
the
Olympia
high
school
AcroSs the Street Between
sponsoring a benefit bridge lunchent by group five and six, under
Pacific Ave. & Commerce
They are he dtrection of Ellen Jorgenson. an average. These prizes were doe )n, Friday, October 5, in Fisher's Wednesday evenings.
@J
nated by Judge William James Mil11 inchroorn. For reservations, mern- planned to serve the teachers of I ncidental numbers were given by
lard, of the Supreme court at Olymb ers and friends are asked to call Olympia and the neighboring rural
enneth Hore, Maxine Baichley,
pia,
in honor of his grandfather,
1\ irs. C. H. Kimball, Main 6204, or districts.
aurita Shank, Richard "Pat" Kelly,
the Rev. James Millard.
Irs. B. C. Veatch, Garland 1061.
S cott Huston and Daniel Virgillo.
The Adelphian Choral society,
C ther members of the committee are J/a,iety Aim of New
Judges for the occasion were:
directed by Prof. John Paul BenI 107 Broadway
[rs. J. B. Burns and Mrs. W. B.
irs. Lyle Ford Drushel, Prof.
Commons Manager "C harles T. Battin, Prof. Ellery Cap- nett, sang "Forever Worthy Is Thy
t ickinson.
Light," accompanied by Prof. Walter
11, Prof. John Paul Bennett and
Alpha Chi Nu
We have your wants in
A. Eichinger on the organ.
"Variety and newness in everyEr. Roland Truitt.
Pledges of Alpha Chi Nu presented thing" is the aim of the CPS comthe
program
at
an
informal
meetSporting Goods—See us
mons this year under Mrs. Frances
SPALDINC
ing Wednesday evening. Bob Car- Benjamin, new manager. The menus
ATHLETIC GOODS
lyle, fraternity president, reported of the week will be varied so that
WASHINGTON
that the Mothers' club had furnish- no two weeks will have the same
HARDWARE CO.
ed a radio for the fraternity house. menu on the same day.
924 Pacific Ave.
Over 100 students attended the
. Hours during which food will be
lating party sponsored by the Woserved are 6 a. m. to 7:30 p. m.
Len's Federation at King's roller
Breakfast and lunch will be served
nk, September 21, reports MarAssociated Football
every week day, and dinner on
GALLEN KAMPS
AMOCAT COFFEE
ierite McMaster, chairman of the
Schedule
NEW STORE
, every day except Saturday.
immittee. She was assisted by
1
1
1 1 Broadway
Five
new
and
three
experienced
The Peak of Quality
isses Metty Butler, Edith Coffman
students are working from one to
d Lois Evanson.
Features Mens' All
—•:• three hours each day in the cornLeather Shoes
"c
I
mons
this
year.
Distril)utc(l hv

Sandberg Will
Speak to YWCA

First Meetings
Of_Year Held

Freshnien Entertain
With Stunt Night

President Todd
Welcomes Frosh

Locker Confusion Noted

CPS Extension Courses
Given
OlyInI)ia

—KIMBALL'S-

)ver 150 Stmlents
At Freshman Mixer $

—FIRST-

I

I

,

WEST COAST GROCERY
CO.

-

MODERN INN
505 BROADWAY
Catering to Banquets, Lunches
and Dinners
Phone BR2573

Mr. Arthur W. Martin Jr., '31, is
E now a junior at Stanford university
where he is studying for his Ph. D.
degree. Mr. Martin at CPS was
prominent in debate.

Heavy Brogues

Sprenger

$3.95

Watches, Jewel

College an7
Fraternit y
Pins a
BRdwy. 4375

I 133 Brdwy.

i

Also Girls' Sport Oxfords
in Many Styles

I
I
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Loggers Defeat
Albany Pirates
19-7 in Opener
Crushing Line Attack Breaks
Stubborn Albany Defense;
Pirates Score on Pass

Inter Sorority Sport
Program Is Enlarged
The jilter-sorority program, as
now planned, includes four new
sports. Previously, basketball was
the only inter-sorority sport, but
now tennis, badminton, archery and
either ping-pong or horseshoes are
to be added.
Another new feature of this year's
program is the award system for
inter-sorority competition. Individual awards will be given to the winfling team in each sport. A grand
award will be given for the team
winning the most points throughout
the year.
This year's women's intramural
athletic program will be carried
out in much the same way as it has
been in the past years. Major sports
will be hockey, volleyball, basketball, tennis and archery.

A running attack that pounded in
the walls of the Albany Pirates' football craft saw the Loggers open their
1934 grid year with a 19-7 victory
last Friday night in the Stadium.
Brooks Scores
Twice in the first quarter the
Maroon and White were stopped
deep in scoring territory by a determined Albany defense. A well timed
pass from Jack Kimball to Captain
Roy Carlson, good for 30 yards, gave
the Loggers a third scoring opportunity that they cashed in on when
Brooks plunged over for the first
score of the season. Try for point
failed.
Led by Chuck McMillan and Jess
Brooks the CPS eleven crashed the
right side of the Albany line for Indoor Baseball Will Be First
sizable gains and marched down the
Sport of 1934 Season
rield for another score late in the
second quarter. McMillan carried
Monday, November 5, has been the
the ball over but the try for point date tentatively set for the CPS
was smothered.
intramural program to get underScore in Third
way.
With Jimmy Ennis and McMillan
Indoor baseball is slated as the
bombarding the Pirates line for first activity for this year on the
steady gains, the Loggers moved in- mural list of sports. All of the
to enemy territory in the third quar - fraternities are looking forward to
ter, chalking up their final score entering their teams in the ball
when Ed Havel plunged over from loop and it is also expected that
the five yard line. Carlson dropped there will be three Independent or
back from his end position and boot- other organized groups entering
ed the ball through the uprights for teams for play.
the extra point.
Volleyball, basketball, playground
Playing against a squad made up baseball, track, golf, tennis and posof reserves, Albany scored on the sibly swimming and horseshoes, will
final play of the game when Patch till out the sports calendar. In as
tossed a twenty yard pass to Kell- many of the leagues as possible,
block, who stepped over the line as lach organization will be permitted
he caught it. The extra point was to enter a squad in both A and B
added by a kick.
Leagues.
Linemen Star
Bill 'Wee Willie" Sherman is the
To the fast charging Logger line nen's intramural sport manager
goes a world of credit for the way his year and with Lou Grant will
they opened holes for the backs and trrange schedules and generally dismothered the Albany thrusts in •ect the intramural setup.
turn. Carlson, Briles and King were
especially noticeable for their driviore Spectacular Play
ing play.
In the backfield, Brooks, Ennis,
Aim of New Grid Rules
Brunstead and McMillan did the
With a more spectacular game as
greater part of the ball packing, with
;he objective, several changes were
Kimball doing some fine passing.
For Albany, Fitzpatrick and Patch nade in the football rules to be put
did the most effective ball carrying nto effect with the 1934 season.
Pass Rules Revised
while Nichols stood out in line play.
Rules concerning incomplete passSummary:
Alban y
s were given the biggest shakeup.
Puget SUillid
t)'ii1iani ... ........... LI:
Lrlson
ow, any pass on the first, second
C()fllStiCk .......... ...... LT.
.......... en
Nichols .............. ...... LG ............ Warwick )r third down which lands in the
Tercheria ................ C ..... . .......... Brj1e
I}'Alfonso ..............RG
..... ...Hawkins 'nd zone or touches a player in the
Scliwarzright ........ H'I' ......... Millikan
Lewelljiig .............. RE ..... ........ ... Ring md zone and falls incomplete, will
Patch .... ------------- ....... Q........... Kimball )e returned to the point where the
Fitzpatrick ......... ... LI-I .................. Eiinis
('Onk .... .................... iii ..... ....... Brunstad )all was put in play. Before, it was
Woodring ---------------- F ...... .... ... ... .Brooks
leclared a touchback and put In
SCORE BY PEItI()DS
Albany ............... .... .....o o o 7-7
)lay on the 20-yard line in the posI'uget Sound .............. (1 12 7 0-19
Albany scoring: Touchdowns lession of the opposing team. On
Keilblock (sub for Lewelling). Point
he fourth down, or the second infrom try after touchdown—Cook.
Puget Sound Scori ng : 'l'ouchdowns
omplete pass over the goal line,
—Brooks, atcZslillaii and Havel. Point
fio n t ry a Iter t u cli d ',v n—Ca i son.
t touchback is declared and the ball
Subst itutcs: A lbany—Vroman l.,afS put in play on the opponent's
ka, Anthony, L)nnahue, Adans, Barlies. i'uget Souiid-1de, lt(-rt ucci,
0-yard line.

1934 Grid Schedule
Sept. 28—Albany, Tacoma, 8 p. m.
Oct. 6—College of Idaho, at Caldwell, Idaho.
Oct. 13—Whitman college, at Walla Walla.
Oct.. 20—Gonzaga, Tacoma, 2 p.
m. (Homecoming).
Oct. 27—Willamette university, at
Salem, Oregon.
Nov. 2—Bellingham normal, Tacoma. 8 p. m.
Nov. 10—Pacific university, Tacoma, 2 p. m.
Nov. 17—University of Washington at Seattle. (Double header, with
U of W frosh vs. U of Oregon frosh
in opener.)
Nov. 24—University of British Columbia at Vancouver, B. C.

Co-Ed Hockey Turnout
Sees Freshmen Lead

Extensive Mural
Program Planned

Bowers Dawkins, T)zuiich, Hass,
Have!, Kitchen, McConnell, McMIIIan, Miller, Nace, Nelson, E. Piper,
Smith, Stoefell, Sulnes.
First downs—Albany 1, Pugot
Sound 13
T'asses tried—Albany 15, Puget
Sound 13.
I'asses completed—Albany 2, PugCt Sound 1.
Passes intercepted-2ljbany 2, Puget Sound 1.
Penajties—A1baiv one for five
yards: T'uget Sound, three for 45
yards.
Officials—Genrge Varnell, Seattle,
referee: John H,inrick, Tacoma, urnpire: Bob Hag€r, Tacoma, head linesman.
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All-College Tennis,
Golf Play Slated
An All-College open' in tennis and
golf is being sponsored by the athletic department as a preliminary
to the opening of the intra-mural
sports program. To avoid conflict
with the mural schedule the two
tournamenpts must be completed
before November first and it is urged that those interested sign up immediately. Registration blanks
have been posted on the bulletin
board in the lower corridor of Jones
Hall
Those entering either tournament
must make their own arrangements
with opponents in regard to when
and where play is to be held. Any
enrolled student is eligible to enter,
including Varsity letter winners in
either sport. Suitable prizes will be
presented to the winners in each
tournament.

The first hockey turnout of the
season found fewer women out than
were out last year. As usual, the
[reshmen women showed up with
the greatest number and have some
very promising material. They exPlaying their second conference
ect to give the upperclassmen a game of the current season Coach
real battle for laurels.
Sandberg's 1934 Loggers will jourFrosli
ney to Caldwell to meet the College
Freshmen women out are: Billie of Idaho Coyotes Friday, October 5,
Acton, Bernice Anderson, Rebecca a night game.
Dugan, Alice Dugan, Jean HartWhile no definite information has
nan, Frances Hoxsie, Muriel been received about Coyote strength,
Knappe, Betty Kuhl, Ruth Leo, Mar- from advance reports Idaho has a
aret Lilly, Katherine McConron, strong team with several returning
lvelyn Miller, Mae Morrison, Mar- veterans which are expected to show
aret Montgomerie, Tashiko Kure- up well in conference competition
iioto, Helen Nicola, Lorene Reister, this year.
Ielen Rosenzweig, Margaret Sines,
Last year the Loggers beat Idaho
Sally Spencer, Evelyn Swanson,
by the one sided score of 54-12. This
atherine Thomas and Katherine
year, however, the Caldwell institu?'amamuto.
tion boasts of a stronger outfit.
Sophs
This game should give the fans a
Sophomore women turning out pretty fair idea of the strength and
ire: Mildred Anderson, Lois Andre, pennant potentialities of the LogVlargaret Boen, Flora Mae Davis, gers.
:ois Evanson, Mary Fay Fulton, Loraine Hansen, Ellen Hagberg, Isaelle Hudson, Harriet Gartley, Ida
Conference Glances
.arsen, Dorothy Newell, Jane RamsWillamette promises to be one of
)y and Ruth Wheeler.
the strongest contenders for the 1934
Juniors- Seniors Combine
The junior and senior women will Northwest Conference grid chamrobably be combined to form a pionship. Runner-up to CPS last
am as there are not enough of year, there are 20 returning letterach to make a separate team. The men on a squad that is one of the
uniors are : Margaret Conry, Ruth strongest in the school's history.
Pacific university, headed by Coach
)eSpain, Virginia Gardiner, Alice
)rimes. ma Mae Lee, Lucy Mae Anse Cornell, will have one of the
spencer. Dixy Tuck and Hannah heftiest elevens in the league. With
Wells. Seniors are : Nina Ball, Mar- a backfield that averages 180 pounds
uerite McMaster, Thelma Melsnes, and a line that tips the beam at 190,
the Badgers will be a hard team to
nd Lois Twaddle.
It is important that each woman beat. They also have a host of reheck up on her points before Octo- turning letter-men, having lost but
er 20 as after that date there will two regulars from last year's squad.
Whitman is figured as being the
ie no corrections or alterations of
"dark horse" of the conference. Hit
)OintS made.
heavily by graduation, the Missionare depending largely on reNew Courses Offered aries
serves from last year and incoming
freshmen. Undoubtedly Coach "Nig"
Among the new courses that are
Borleske will mould a team from
being offered this year to students
this material that will be a credit
of the College of Puget Sound eveto the Eastern Washington school.
ning school, are extempore speaking and spontaneous dramatization
in the classroom. These subjects
WEBBER'S
will be taught under the supervision
of Mrs. Lois Beall Sandall of Seattle.
Complete Fountain Service
Pass Penalty Dropped
Brown and Haley's Candies
Mrs. Sandall is the director of the
Another change in the passing
Sandall Players, who present four
3812 No. 26th
Proc. 4185
ules is that no 5-yard penalty is
plays a year on a non-profit basis.
riven any team which makes two in:omplete passes in the same series of
lowns. Tho old rule tended to make
ivarterbacks shy at throwing a seeLunches
Good Eats
nd pass after one had fallen in15 - 20 - 25
BURPEE'S
omplete. This will undoubtedly
3206No. 15th
MISS BAKER
ring more passing, especially near
641 & Pint'
he goal line.

Coyotes Next on
Logger Schedule

-

I

F. C. JONAS & SON
BUILDERS HARDWARE
PAINTS and SPORTING GOODS
2503 Sixth Ave.
MA. 7441
We Rent Shotguns
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,",,,,

Quality Knitting Co.
SCHOOL
SWEATERS

Our
SPECIALTY
403 So. 1 1 th & Market

Jess Brooks proved to be the "Iron
man" of the Logger backfield in Friday night's game. His fine punting
was a big factor in keeping Albany
in the hole, while his blocking and
powerful plunging added to the effectiveness of the CPS attack.
Captain Roy Carlson was a power
on the Maroon and White line, his
driving charges smearing up more
than one play that Albany shot at
the left side of the Logger line.
With Jimmy Ennis and Chuck McMilan playing the two half-back
positions, opponents of CPS may expect to have almost anything break
lose on the gridiron.
Football is now king on the sports
calendar, but a word of recognition
is due intramural activities. Providing a field throughout the year
for those interested in athletics but
not quite of first-team caliber, its
worth has been proven by the enthusiasm that each succeeding league is received. Lou Grant has arranged for an even wider range of
league sports this year and Is deserving of the student body support.

-

Sport Department
Sponsors Contest
Since doping the outcome of games
is always a subject of "bull-sessions,"
the Trail will issue two theater ticketa to the student who picks the
finishing order of the Northwest
Conference football teams most correetly. Entries, accompanied with
reasons for the selections, are to be
in the Trail office by next Monday.

We Serve You Best
PROCTOR
PHARMACY
W. P. Ragsdale
N. 26th & Proctor
PR. 571
",,",,',",',",,",,',,',",'.

Ideal
CAMPUS CLOTHES

The Smart Shop
',',,,,',',",,",",,,,,',',,,,,,,,,,',,,,

McELWAIN'S
949 Broadway
Tacoma's New Home of

Pigskin Altered

The official ball has also been re'amped so as to make it easier to
ontrol both in passing and kickng. Slightly longer and not quite
he thickness of the old ball, it
hould hold a more true flight while
)assing through the air.
With a view to protecting the
)layers, it was also decided that no
leat material may be used that
night chip or fracture. This was
lone to minimize the possibilities of
)layers being injured due to faulty
quipment.

.

Grid fans are already flailing up
the third consecutive conference
flag to the Logger football mast after witnessing Friday night's game.
If the sparkling play dished out by
the Lumberjacks is an indication of
possible mid season form, they should
be the leading contender for the
championship. However, with a
heavy schedule to run and with the
other conference members pointing
for the pennant holders, Sandberg
will have no easy task in piloting
his men to the top again.

nationally known Flor-

We develop films Free

sheim and Freeman shoes.

Under New

—SIXTH AVENUE-

MANAGEMENT
Sun Drug Co., Inc.
, 'Expert Drugmen"
6th Ave. at Anderson

MAin 0646
Tacoma, Wash.

COMMONS

We want to meet you and
show you what we have.

Flosheim Shoes $8.75
and $10.00
Freeman Shoes $5
and $6

